WAR   ON    THE    ITALIAN    FRONT
own, and has never missed a chance of showing kindness to
great or tiny meetings."
The Prince's unusual fervour over the work of Toe H
touched one of the mainsprings in his nature. "All problems
at bottom are human problems," he once said. "I have often
called upon Toe H to serve. I call upon it now to serve with
its mind as well as with its hand. Understanding comes not from
the heart only, but from the head."
As far as is humanly possible, Toe H aims at the death of
prejudice and the fostering of opinion. The Prince's enthusiasm
over this law of living, which was revealed to him in France,
caused him to nurse Toe H from the day when it was a
straggler, with no money in the bank, to the time when its
influence was spread throughout the Commonwealth.
The war ended and the Prince returned to England. Four
years previously, the King—much against his will—had allowed
his young heir to face the hazards of war. Now a man came
back in place of the boy; a man who was to be identified with
all the strange changes born of peace. The war created a wide
gap between the generations, and it was exemplified in the
differences of character in King George and his son. Fathers
who belonged to the old generation, and sons who had been
through the anxiety and unsettling experience of France, lived
in different worlds. Even when the heroics faded, and the
mundane affairs of living were resumed, the difference per-
sisted.
From the time of his return to England, the Prince of Wales
chose an independent way which led him far from the trad-
itions of his father's Court. Like his grandfather, he found
pleasure in a small coterie of friends, chosen for their amusing
qualities rather than for their position or their intellectual
gifts.
In time, the dwindling ranks of polite society resented the
originality of the Prince's chosen friends. As his independence
increased, he was almost stubborn in his habit of turning his
back upon conventional social life. The Pince was not alone
in this reaction. In the restless years after the war, when the
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